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Zain showcases its media platforms’ role  
in supporting nation during pandemic
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The new round of infections has made the public 

and government fearful and authorities have quickly 
moved to place strict limits on movement and busi-
ness activity. Cafes, restaurants, hair salons and 
massage parlors as well as tourism and religious 
spots have been ordered to close in various areas of 
the country. Vietnam - a country of 97 million peo-
ple - has vaccinated a little over a million citizens. 

It is now ramping up its jab rollout and hopes to 
achieve herd immunity by the end of the year, 
according to the health minister. Authorities have 
called on people and businesses to donate money to 

help procure vaccines, while embassies and interna-
tional organizations have been contacted for assis-
tance, state media reported. 

The country presently has close to two million 
doses of AstraZeneca’s vaccine remaining, but said 
it is buying more than 30 million doses of the Pfizer 
shot. It is also in talks with Russia to produce 
Sputnik V, according to state media, and is working 
on a homegrown vaccine.  

In nearby Thailand, the government yesterday 
took exception to media reports in Britain that 
labelled a new strain causing concern there as the 
“Thai variant”. The strain was first detected in 
Thailand in a 33-year-old Egyptian traveler, UK 
health authorities said, but 109 cases have since 
been found in Britain. “Principally speaking, it 
should not be called the Thai variant because the 
infected person is from overseas,” said Opas 
Kankawinpong, head of Thailand’s disease control 
department. — AFP 

Vietnam discovers  
new hybrid...

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital  service 
provider in Kuwait, announced its strategic spon-
sorship of the 17th Arab Media Forum. The virtual 
event, which came in collaboration with the 
Ministry of Information, was held from 29 - 31 
May via teleconferencing technology. The forum 
came under the patronage and presence of 
Secretary-General of the Arab League Ahmad 
Aboul Gheit and the participation of Minister of 
Information and Culture and Minster of State for 
Youth Affairs Abdulrahman Al-Mutairi.  

Commenting on the sponsorship, Zain Kuwait’s 
Chief Corporate Communications and Relations 
Officer Waleed Al-Khashti said: “we were keen on 
continuing our support to the Arab Media Forum 
in spite of the current circumstances because we 
strongly believe in the crucial role and powerful 
effects of the media in raising public awareness, 
especially during crises.” 

Khashti continued: “Zain had a pivotal role 
throughout the pandemic and since the very first 
days of  the outbreak. We made our tech 
resources and media channels available and ready 
to support the nation’s efforts. We have also col-
laborated with various ministries, most impor-

tantly the ministries of Health and Interior, to 
spread health awareness and introduce the public 
to the important new health measures imposed by 
the pandemic.”  

Khashti concluded by saying: “we hope that 
our annual support to this unique forum reflects 
our commitment in practicing our social responsi-
bility. It is imperative to us that we lead the way in 
supporting and interacting with media, social, and 
cultural forums such as this one, especially that it 
is considered one of the most prominent events of 
its kind in the Arab region”.  

Director of the Arab Media Forum Madhi Al-
Khamees commented: “We are proud of Zain’s 
Strategic Partnership with us throughout the past 
decade. Without a doubt, this collaboration 
reflects the company’s strong belief in supporting 
media programs and projects that contribute to 
elevating the cultural scene within the community. 
In fact, these are precisely the goals of the Arab 
Media Forum since its inception.”  

Khamees continued: “telecom companies play a 
decisive role in responding to efforts that tackle 
crises, and Zain has responded to the efforts of 
the nation with utmost efficacy. The company 

played an important role in supporting initiatives 
and programs that contributed to alleviating the 
impacts of the pandemic. Zain also did not allow 
the current unprecedented circumstances to stop 
it from supporting media projects such as this one, 
something that further enhances its leading role as 
one of the biggest national companies that sup-
port media and culture programs in Kuwait.” 

The Arab Media Forum witnesses wide partici-
pation from all over the Arab world, where partici-
pants join the live video seminars via online plat-

forms and social media channels. This makes it the 
biggest virtual event of its kind in the region, 
hosting many media personalities, ministers of 
information, academics, students, media channel 
owners, and much more. 

This year, the Arab Media Forum witnesses the 
participation of Secretary-General of the Arab 
League Ahmed Aboul Gheit, Minister of 
Information and Culture and Minister of State for 
Youth Affairs Abdulrahman Al Mutairi, Bahrain’s 
Minister of Information Ali Al Rumaihi, Palestinian 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Information 
Nabeel Abu Rudainah, Chief Executive of KSA’s 
Radio and Television Authority Mohammed Fahad 
Al Harthi, and Assistant Secretary-General of 
Media and Communications at the Arab League 
Ambassador Ahmad Rasheed Khitabi.  

The Arab Media Forum has proven itself to be 
one of the region’s most prominent events that 
attend to Arab media. Since 2003, the event 
brought together many ministers, editors-in-chief 
of local and regional newspapers, media execu-
tives, journalists, academics, authors, actors, busi-
nessmen, and social figures from all around the 
Arab world. 
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“There are too many people and not enough 

mosques. God bless those who made this happen,” 
said Abuzer Koc, who had a Turkish flag draped 
across his shoulders and had come to take part in 
the inaugural prayer. Some 4,000 people will be 
able to pray inside the mosque, which combines 
Ottoman style with contemporary features. 

When Erdogan served as Istanbul mayor in the 
1990s, he lamented the absence of a mosque in 
Taksim Square, noting that the only visible religious 
site was an Orthodox church in an area not too far 
away. “There wasn’t even a prayer room and the 
faithful had to make do with praying on newspapers 
on the ground,” Erdogan said on Friday. 

Although Turkey is a Muslim-majority country, 
the mosque’s construction was criticized when it 

began in 2017, with some opponents accusing 
Erdogan of seeking to “Islamize” the country and 
displace the founder of the secular modern republic, 
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. The new building eclipses 
the “Republic Monument” in the square, which 
depicts the important figures of the Turkish War of 
Independence, including Ataturk. 

The mosque was initially intended to be inaugu-
rated during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan. 
But Erdogan, who pays strict attention to dates for 
events, finally opted to open the mosque on the day 
when anti-government protests started in 2013. The 
square was the center of the demonstrations known 
as the “Gezi movement” and were met with a 
heavy-handed response from police. 

The opening also comes a day before the 1453 
conquest of Constantinople by Ottomans, a special 
day for the president nostalgic for past glories. 
Erdogan said during the inauguration that he saw 
the Taksim Mosque as “a gift to celebrate the 568th 
anniversary of Istanbul’s conquest”. The president 
often presents himself as a builder who has trans-
formed the country with airports, hospitals, roads 
and grand mosques. —AFP

Erdogan opens  
first mosque in...

Madhi Al-Khamees Waleed Al-Khashti 

ACK celebrates 
class of 2020 with 
virtual graduation  
 
 
KUWAIT: The Australian College of Kuwait held 
its virtual graduation ceremony recently under the 
patronage of Dr Mohammed Abdullatif Al-Faris, the 
Minister of Oil and Minister of Higher Education. 
The traditional graduation ceremony was shifted 
due to the pandemic and scheduled to a virtual cel-
ebration with the attendance of ACK’s Board of 
Trustees, International Partners, ACK academic and 
administrative employees, alumni, families and 
friends of graduating students. 

The pandemic has not stopped ACK students 
from learning nor helping their peers and the com-
munity during the challenging days. At the ceremo-
ny, a short film was screened; giving ACK commu-
nity a trip down memory lane about the obstacles 
and the challenges that we had to overcome from 
the beginning of the pandemic in order to pursue 
our mission. 

The ceremony began with speeches given by 
Omar Ali Al-Kandari - Acting Secretary General of 
the General Secretariat of the Private Universities 
Council - on behalf of the Minister of Oil and 
Minister of Higher Education, Dr Saad Al-Omari - 
Chairman of Board of Trustees, Alastair Dawson - 
Senior Deputy Vice Chancellor and Vice President 
(International and Services Division) at Central 
Queensland University, and Prof Isam Zabalawi - 
President of ACK. Two of ACK honor graduates 
Shahad Dawara, and Ahmad Ashkanany also gave 
speeches. 

Prof Zabalawi said, “Today marks a special day 
as we are celebrating the graduation of a new 
cohort of the Australian College of Kuwait students. 
We gathered to confer upon them the degrees they 
deserve. This is to acknowledge and endorse their 
dedicated work during the past few years. We are 
here to honor their achievements and to say to them 
congratulation we are proud of you.” 

“Over the years, I have presided over many grad-
uations. While each ceremony is special, this year’s 
graduation is incomparable and a remarkable one,” 

he added. “You were determined and resilient. You 
adapted to difficult circumstances and succeeded. 
You realized the skills you will need to navigate your 
career and become acquainted. You have sought to 
do something and have done it. You overcame all the 
barriers and completed the founding phase in your 
career with success. I have every confidence that 
you are ready for the next journey ahead.” 

In his speech, Dr Omari thanked the Private 
Universities Council for their guidance, support, and 
Prof Isam for his exemplary leadership of the insti-
tution. “We are obliged tonight to celebrate the 
graduation of the class of 2020 virtually, one of the 
many adjustments we’ve had to make to our lives 
during these trying times. Indeed, we have had to 
respond with speed and flexibility to profound 
uncertainty since the pandemic struck. We adopted 
e-learning quickly and efficiently to provide a stu-
dent-centered learning experience that is effective, 
adaptable and well suited to the needs of all learn-
ers and partners. Ensuring that our current gradu-
ates are well prepared with the skills they need to 
take their place in a brave new world.” 

“Our students, faculty, and staff have adapted 
quickly to enormous and a times surreal change 
with speed and agility and this is very much appre-
ciated. To the entire ACK community... I salute you 
and I am proud to be one of you,” he added.  

In her speech, Bachelor graduate Dawara said: 
“Looking further back on my journey, entering ACK 
was exciting and strange for me all at the same time. 
At the beginning, I always wanted to achieve more 
as a student and ACK thankfully gave me the 
opportunity to do exactly that. ACK has empow-
ered us by giving us the opportunity to participate 
in competitions, volunteer and work as part timers, 
which has increased our experience in life.” 

Meanwhile, Diploma graduate Ashkanany 
stressed on the importance of the dedication and 
addressing to fellow graduates concluded: “I would 
just like to say that if I can stand here today and 
address you all as valedictorian, you most definitely 
can accomplish great things and to a much larger 
extent. I am not exceptional. I am not a genius, how-
ever, dedication and focus was key throughout my 
journey here at ACK and I intend to carry these 
qualities forward with me in my next chapter. And 
so, to end this speech, I hope you all take advantage 
of what you have and I wish you a wonderful, suc-
cessful and fulfilling life.”

Gulf Bank gold 
sponsor of AUM 
career fair 
 
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank successfully wrapped up the 
American University of the Middle East’s first virtu-
al career fair, which was launched last week for uni-
versity students. As a gold sponsor of the AUM 
career fair, Gulf Bank is affirming its commitment to 
creating job opportunities for Kuwaiti youth and 
realizing the national development plan, Kuwait 
Vision 2035 “New Kuwait.” 

During the course of the career fair, more than 
1,000 AUM students and alumni visited the Gulf 
Bank booth. In addition, Gulf Bank’s Human 
Resources team met with multiple ambitious young 
men and women wishing to join the banking sector. 
During the event, Gulf Bank employees described 
the nature of work at Gulf Bank, and touched on the 
multitude of opportunities available for applicants, 
answering any and all questions that applicants had. 
This year, over 170 people applied for jobs at Gulf 
Bank through the career fair.  

Gulf Bank also held an educational webinar dur-

ing the exhibition on how 
to map your career and 
structure your profes-
sional l ife, which was 
attended by more than 
200 participants. 
Regarding this year’s vir-
tual career fair, Gulf 
Bank’s General Manager 
of Human Resources, 
Salma Al-Hajjaj, com-
mented: “Each and every 
department at Gulf Bank 
is constantly striving to 
solidify Gulf Bank’s position as the Kuwaiti Bank of 
the Future. At Gulf Bank, we also recognize that we 
cannot reach this position without the presence 
and assistance of a supremely qualified human cap-
ital force.  

This is why we are always keen to be present in 
local career fairs due to their critical role in 
expanding our network of employees, and renew-
ing and developing our competencies at the Bank. 
We are proud of our pioneering role in providing 
job opportunities for Kuwaiti youth and of the 
many efforts we are spearheading to achieve 
Kuwait Vision 2035 ‘New Kuwait’ and create a 
more sustainable national economy.”

Salma Al-Hajjaj 
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 proved a panacea. Boyes had hoped the bubble 
would lift his business to about 70 percent of its 
pre-pandemic level but that has not yet happened. 

“Any foreigners we see is something new to us at 
the moment but this is a time when Queenstown’s 
traditionally been quite quiet,” he told AFP. “So we 
haven’t been swamped by Australians, so to speak, 
but future bookings through the winter are looking 
healthy.” While strong domestic tourism figures in 
Australia and New Zealand show holidaymakers 
remain keen to take a break in troubled times, the 

data also shows many remain wary of using the 
international travel bubble. Bookings to Australia 
from New Zealand in the six week from the bubble’s 
announcement on April 6 to May 18 were less than 
a quarter of the numbers during the same period in 
2019, data from travel analyst ForwardKeys showed. 

ForwardKeys’ Olivier Ponti said bookings the 
other way were stronger but still less than 60 per-
cent of what would be considered normal. “Since 
the two-way trans-Tasman bubble opened last 
month, bookings have generally been stronger out 
of Australia than New Zealand - we’re seeing that 
Kiwis need a bit of encouragement,” a Qantas 
spokeswoman told AFP.  

The reason for the caution became apparent this 
week when New Zealand suspended the bubble 
with Victoria state and officials in Wellington made 
it clear that Kiwis stranded in Melbourne’s lock-
down were on their own. —AFP 

Tourists scarce  
as travel bubbles...
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(Indian variant) is more transmissible than the 

B.117 (British variant), which already was more 
transmissible than the previous strain,” Kluge noted. 

Cases of the so-called Indian variant have been 
recorded in 27 of the region’s 53 countries, while the 
number of new cases, and deaths, has fallen for five 
consecutive weeks, reaching their lowest levels since 
mid-October. Worldwide, new cases have dropped 
for four weeks in a row, according to an AFP tally. 
But while vaccines have proven effective against 
coronavirus mutations, people must still be vigilant, 
Kluge emphasized. The Belgian doctor said a major 
concern was that “people drop their guards that 
they become complacent,” especially going into the 
summer months. In addition, large gatherings are on 
the horizon in conjunction with the European foot-

ball championship. “Let’s finally give COVID-19 the 
red card, don’t allow extra time for COVID-19,” 
Kluge quipped, repeating advice to maintain social 
distances and wear facemasks. 

He also underscored that speed is “of essence” 
during the pandemic. “Our best friend is speed, time 
is working against us, (and) the vaccination roll-out 
still goes too slow,” Kluge said. “We need to accel-
erate, we need to enlarge the number of vaccines,” 
and European countries needed to show more soli-
darity. “It is not acceptable that some countries start 
to vaccinate the younger, healthy part of the popu-
lation, while other countries in our region still did 
not cover all the healthcare workers and the most 
vulnerable people,” Kluge said.  

Meanwhile, the United States said Friday it is 
seriously considering creating a vaccine passport 
for Americans traveling abroad. “We’re taking a very 
close look at that,” Homeland Security Secretary 
Alejandro Mayorkas said of the idea of special doc-
umentation for vaccinated Americans who want to 
travel overseas, as inoculation drives allow Europe 
and other regions of the world to start opening up 
from pandemic restrictions. — AFP 

WHO: Pandemic 
won’t be over...


